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A BIM-Based IoT Approach to the
Construction Site Management

commonly recurrent in construction sites and in the advanced one are implemented. The

workmen and environmental quality. Moreover, the possibility to control the warehouse
economic gains.
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tangible

processes

innovation
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and
the asset are attributable to design.

sector, since it allows a coherent and
is possible to considerably reduce
these errors, thanks to the continuous
This paper aims at highlighting the

making decisions without considering
their impact on the other disciplines.
or incorrect documentation, especially
when there are tight deadlines to

At this very important moment in
is essential to support decision-making.

in construction processes provides
stakeholders with the opportunity to
understand and support decisions
through a computational approach.
The most recent legal provisions also

some critical aspects are also unveiled
and suggested.

limited to the design and construction

separation in use between design and
construction has led to an ongoing lack

contractors and others still called
construction sites in general reveal a
requires a unique strategy (Love et al.,

processes, their relationships and the
transposing European legislation, the

digital transition pushed by regulations
also increases the probability and

approach

in

public

and reality. This merge is constantly
increasing, thanks to the development

procurement,
phases.

Although

many

studies
methodology in this regard. Many

most important and strategic works

known about the real costs associated
applications to convey the project to the
to estimate and measure these costs

this process, it is necessary to enable
in the construction sector account
This crucial operational change is also
impacting the construction companies,
called upon to change their structure

themselves and other actors involved

discussed and approved.
Building Research Establishment, in

phase, the project developed by means
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be used in the construction phase.
the works and, on the other hand, it

the operational managers, the site
inspectors and the works manager.

towards the smart, or beyond, towards
the cognitive worksite requires a
robust methodological basis, a greater
attention to the management and

construction

actors involved in the process.

time, equipment and employees. The

managers

are

also

are not able to provide added value
dimensional representations. Although

customer, on the other hand creates the

congruence between the documents,
the projects drawn up may contain
construction sector, which has remained

validated through these three phases, it
can be placed on a competitive basis.
The represented design is used by
the selected company to carry out an

to the graphic one.
data allows us to develop increasingly

that is most suited to the realisation
checking the materials used on-site
to ensure that they meet the design

and overall costs, which means the
equipment and employees. Through
the activities, inside and outside the site,
procedures, is now possible mostly as

gradually corrected to respect time
and costs. These issues are becoming
project and, consequently, the contents

project grows, requiring a systematic
smart site is a connected site through
speed up and increase the productivity
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cognitive site goes beyond and applying
machine learning algorithms could
learn by the data and predict issues
and propose solutions increasing to a

non-compliance with prevention and
protection procedures.
Users can only access data using
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on a civil construction site, but in the

procedures.

allows to manage three-dimensional

regulated in order to keep under control
all the processes that take place in situ.

way, it is possible to simultaneously
control multiple sites located in areas

permits.

anomalies in the construction sites.
These structures are able to locate in
real time, both indoors and outdoors,

system

would

involve

the

incompatible and not interconnected

is made possible by an interconnection
network that can detect the presence

installations. The positioned devices
connect autonomously to the others

as well as materials with presence
control and access authorisations
to the various construction site

would ensure that the actors in the
people oversteps the personal privacy
used to manage the various aspects
the aspects listed above are just some

entrust each workman with a user with
certain characteristics that he or she

and resource management, which are
many companies are moving to set

the administrator allowed to link the
the compliance with the requirements
by monitoring in real time, with wireless
compliance with prescriptions. These
multi-level architectures are able to
record and analyse data in order to
obtain statistics on site behaviour and,
reports. This structure acquires data
connects and locates sensors, tags and
badges, developing data management

includes machine learning algorithms
to introduce a responsiveness related to

real identity.

are delivered back to machines or

in a cognitive concept the machines
and materials can implement their
intelligence through data analytics and
machine learning to introduce predictive
logics.

the surveys are analysed in real time,
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The adopted methodology pursues to
such as sensors that could be used to
locate materials, people and machines.

is wide and in this paper a short
introduction has been given in the
paper is to describe some case studies
about how to use the data gathered
model to control, enable and implement
site. Four case studies are described in

controls are structured by colour codes
and actuations could be implemented
towards
the
communication
architecture pervading the construction

simulated and written in a database

and actuation or a control system about
environmental conditions, workmen’
implemented.

controls and actuations.

1.
2.
3.
4.
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possible applications highlighted.

approach are wide considering the
data that can be gathered by sensors
installed and the environmental control

implemented to monitor and decrease

temperature and relative humidity have
been used as main control parameters
simulate the data collection by sensors

The reported ranges state the correct
conditions and thus the colour code
“green” is displayed, while the values are
lower or higher than the thresholds the
values are reported as not compliant
and consequently combined with a
“red” colour code. The data have been
as repository as shown in Table 1.

as and promote a tailored service to
relocate resources which could have
problems with indoor and storage conworkmen in the construction site areas.
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The second simulation is about the
in the construction site related to

corresponding to masses and the

monitor the environmental condition

model in the Autodesk Revit authoring
been applied to the construction site

the simulation is shown including the
The simulation allows to understand
areas in the construction site however

processes and location. The masses

however the areas could change during

avoid methodological discrepancies or
inconsistencies.
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control to restricted access areas. The
and man down signal converge to the

colour code.

light or correct procedure and “red” light
or the man down signal as shown in

emergency level however it could be

important issue and accidents and
controlled by using sensors to delimit

connected to the sensor in the machine

The process could be supported
both outdoor and indoor. The actual
converted with a dynamo script in the
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to solve.
The simulation could be used to enable
elements in the construction site such
as pillars, beams, etc. adopting a control
procedure and a colour code to highlight

the construction site in a congruent and
relevant manner to unveil issues. The

The

cognitive

construction

site,

however the interconnection between
gathered by sensors that could be
installed in the construction site enable

productivity and decrease time and
improving environment conditions,
controlling and actuating actions
to correct uncompliant conditions,

through an interpreted, object-oriented,
high-level programming language with
dynamic semantics.

procedures, locate in the correct place
incomplete, not available materials

sensing the procedures and materials,
tracking machines and workmen to

The paper shows some case studies

workmen and elements that could be
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